Abstract. In this article we investigate the operations of insertion and deletion performed at the ends of a string. We show that using these operations in a P systems framework (which corresponds to using specific variants of graph control), computational completeness can even be achieved with the operations of left and right insertion and deletion of only one symbol.
Introduction
The operations of left and right insertion and deletion that we consider in this article correspond to the operations of left and right concatenation and quotient with a finite language. While these operations are known for a long time, their joint investigation in a distributed framework originates from the area of natural computing, where they were used in the context of networks of evolutionary processors (NEP) [6] . Such networks are a special type of networks of language processors [7] that feature a set of (rewriting) nodes rewriting languages and after that redistributing some regular subsets between the nodes. In networks of evolutionary processors, the rewriting operations are replaced by three types of operations having a biological motivation: insertion, deletion, and mutation (substitution). The corresponding systems are quite powerful and we refer to [9] for more details. The redistribution of the node contents based on a regular condition is a very powerful operation. Accepting hybrid networks of evolutionary processors (AHNEP) replace this condition by random context conditions, however, the set of operations is changed and now includes the insertion and deletion operations at the extremities of the strings; we refer to [21, 8] for more details on AHNEP.
The operations of insertion and deletion on the extremities of a string can also be seen as a particular case of a more general variant, where insertion and deletion can be performed anywhere in the string. The insertion operation defined in such a way was first considered in [14, 15] and after that related insertion and deletion operations were investigated in [17, 18] . Another generalization of the insertion and deletion operations that involves the checking of contexts for the insertion and deletion was considered with a linguistic motivation in [13, 20] and with a biological motivation in [4, 5, 18, 25] . Generally, if the length of the contexts and/or of the inserted and deleted strings are big enough, then the insertiondeletion closure of a finite language leads to computational completeness. There are numerous results establishing the descriptional complexity parameters sufficient to achieve this goal, we refer to [32, 31] for an overview of this area.
Some descriptional complexity parameters lead to variants that are not computationally complete. An investigation of insertion and deletion operations combined with regulating mechanisms was done for these cases, more precisely, with the graph-controlled, the matrix, and the random-context controls [11, 27, 16] . As it was shown in these articles, in most of the cases the additional control leads to computational completeness. The graph-controlled regulation is of particular interest, as it can be related to the notion of P systems. Such systems formalize the functioning of a living cell that topologically delimits processing units by membranes, thus leading to a tree (or graph) structure of processing nodes. The elements processed in some node (membrane) then are distributed among the neighbors in the structure. We refer to [24, 26] and to the web page [28] for more details on P systems. In the case of the operations of insertion and deletion acting on strings this directly corresponds to a graph control where the control nodes correspond to the membranes.
The research on context-free insertion and deletion (i.e., without contextual dependency) shows that if the lengths of the inserted and deleted strings are 2 and 3 (or 3 and 2), respectively, then the insertion-deletion closure of finite languages is computationally complete [22] . When one of these parameters is decreased, this result is not true anymore [30] ; moreover, even the graph-controlled variant cannot achieve computational completeness [19] . This changes when a graph control with appearance checking is used [2] or in the case of a random context control [16] . In both variants, minimal operations (involving only one symbol) were considered, leading to RE (the family of recursivey enumerable languages) in the case of set-controlled random context conditions and to P sRE (the family of Parikh sets of RE) in the case of graph control with appearance checking.
We note that the operations of left and right insertion and deletion are incomparable with normal insertion and deletion: because of the positional information, the regular language a + b + can be obtained even with left and right insertions of only one symbol, yet not when insertions are possible at arbitrary positions in the string. On the other hand, the Dyck language cannot be obtained when insertion is only possible at the ends of the strings, while with normal insertion this can be done easily. In [2,1], left and right insertion and deletion operations (under the name of exo-insertion and -deletion) were considered in the P systems framework (i.e., with a graph control) and it was shown that systems with insertion of strings of length 2 (respectively 1) and deletion of
